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Wave of business start-ups

Service outlets

Cassettes

OBO Bettermann’s management (left to right)
Dr Jens Drowatzky, Markus Arens, Ulrich Bettermann, Andreas Bettermann,
Lajos Hernádi, Prof. Robert Gröning

A revolution

in electrical installation

OBO Bettermann products are installed all around the world these
days. The same applies to OBO’s
Ackermann brand – something
nobody could have predicted 60
years ago. Underfloor systems are
now celebrating their anniversary.
The double-A trademark signifies
top quality and reliable service on
building sites globally. And these
underfloor system solutions offer
both. They are a major element in
the OBO brand portfolio.
The Ackermann brand first appeared in 1955, a time when Germany was busy putting itself back
on the map. A year previously, Sepp
Herberger’s legendary national
football squad had become world
champions in Berne, providing a
psychological boost to the economic and social resurgence taking
place in Germany’s west. New inventions were beginning to be used
in construction during the country’s
Economic Miracle years – which
was not so much miraculous as the
result of creativity, hard work and
political and entrepreneurial courage. The lifelines of modern buildings were taking their course beneath floors. Ackermann invented
the first modern underfloor system.
It was an electrical installation
revolution in office buildings. We
are very proud that this renowned
and steadily developed brand is
now part of OBO – and our customers and partners agree.
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OBO Bettermann is familiar with anniversaries, looking back as it does
on more than a century of corporate
history. To us, far from indicating
burnt-out coals, these occasions
are the glowing embers from which
new fires can be lit for the future.
This is how we have kept our company on track so successfully. OBO
continues to grow and will achieve
an annual turnover of half a billion
euros for the first time in 2015.
OBO Bettermann has extended
its six-man group management
team to cope with the growing responsibilities of leading the corporation. Renowned auditor Prof. Robert Gröning was appointed to top
management on 1 January 2016.
Lajos Hernádi has been a member
of group management since June
2015 as Managing Director of its
biggest subsidiary, OBO Bettermann Hungary Kft. in Bugyi, near
Budapest, and he is responsible for
all of the company’s properties.

Continued growth and market leadership in our seven product areas
(connection and fastening systems,
transient and lightning protection
systems, cable support systems,
fire protection systems, cable routing systems, device systems, and
underfloor systems) are key corporate objectives which will help us to
permanently secure the future of
our long-standing company.

ACKERMANN
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Once again we are acting according to our company motto: “When
you think you’ve achieved a lot, it’s
time to take the next step.”
Regards,
Andreas Bettermann

Also at the head of the business
alongside my father Ulrich Bettermann and myself are Markus Arens
and Dr Jens Drowatzky.
Far from becoming a cumbersome
corporate supertanker, OBO Bettermann will remain agile and active on global markets with its small,
responsive business units. That will
require more coordination and management within the OBO Group,
but will mean our fleet remains a
powerful strike force.

“When you think you’ve
achieved a lot, it’s time to
take the next step.”
Andreas Bettermann

“Away from all
four walls”
Hans Gert Ackermann
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The two Ackermann veterans Roland Decker (71) and Günther Knier (83) were
invited to meet OBO Managing Director Andreas Bettermann and we got an
opportunity to ask them a few questions.

Question:

Talking to …

Büro im Wandel der Zeit
In den vergangenen zwei Jahrhunderten hat sich die Arbeitswelt in Büro
und Verwaltung grundlegend verändert. Denn mit dem Fortschreiten
Mr
Knier,
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Question:

kam in den USA die erste serienmäßig hergestellte Schreibmaschine

You
together
withsetzte
Danish
designer
and architect
Arne Jacobsen
Hamburg
aufworked
den Markt.
Später
sich
das Telefon
flächendeckend
durch,inin
back
in
the
1960s.
What
products
did
you
install
with
him?
den vergangenen Jahrzehnten der Computer und die digitale Kommuni-

kation – all diese Erfindungen veränderten den Büroalltag maßgeblich.

Arne Jacobsen favoured rounded forms even back then, which his why he wanted
to get oval Telitanks from us. He was adamant about it. In the end we designed a
Das Telefon verändert die Welt
special product in which red wires led out of a plastic casing and into a sheet metal
Die Erfindung des Telefons vor rund 150 Jahren ermöglichte den dibox on the desk.

Question:

rekten Austausch über große Distanzen. Alexander Graham Bell
war der erfolgreichste von mehreren Erfindern, der das Telefon 1876
Ackermann also worked with Sir Norman Foster…
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wanted for our GRAF9 service outlets. They wanted them to look exactly like air
vents in the ﬂoor. Eventually we found a solution together with Foster. The ringTelefax
shaped
design of the GRAF9 is still based on that today.

Question:
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Decker: Ackermann was very fortunate that OBO took over this division, otherwise it
may well have ﬁzzled out.

Question:

Mr Bettermann, was that fortunate for OBO as well?
The Ackermann brand is deﬁnitely very important to us. It has a history. Planners and
ﬁtters associate Ackermann’s double A with high-quality products and good service –
things which they still get from our underﬂoor solutions today.

The Telitank, 1955
A revolutionary system for underﬂoor use
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Leading the way
Welcome to the underfloor inventor
Discover 60 years of underfloor installation. We have visualised the joint history of OBO and Ackermann
in the style of an underground railway map. Jump on board and discover the major lines and stations of
the past 60 years.

www.obo-underfloor.com

EÜK – timeless installation in screed
The EÜK system was Europe’s first underfloor system as we now know it. It was presented for the first time in 1965 and has been
steadily adapted to the latest installation
conventions ever since. Planners, architects
and building contractors have been relying
on this proven technology for five decades
whenever they want a high degree of flexibility in underfloor electrical installation.
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The invention of the telephone around 150 years ago enabled people to talk directly over long distances. Alexander
Graham Bell was the most successful of several inventors,
and in 1876 it was he who finally developed the telephone
so that it could be used properly. Germany began to set up a
public telephone network in 1881 and by the year 1930 there
were 3.2 million telephone connections there. This network
continued to grow after the Second World War during the
Economic miracle years.

Wave of business start-ups

A

Telephones change the world

m

Burj Khalifa: Top of the world
At 828 metres and 206 storeys, the Burj Khalifa is currently
the world’s tallest building. On a clear day its tip can be seen
100 kilometres away. Far less visible at first glance, but essential to the mega-tower, is its cable management, incorporating system and special solutions made by OBO’s
Ackermann brand. Standard cassettes for dry and wetcleaned floors were fitted in the building along with custom
products. For example, installation units incorporating flooring cut outs for fitting just one switched socket were developed for the world’s first Giorgio Armani Hotel.

Win a trip to Dubai to see our tallest
reference project, the Burj Khalifa.

A journey through
the underfloor world
Underfloor systems made by OBO’s Ackermann brand have
been running invisibly beneath the ground for the past 60 years,
and they constitute the lifelines of modern buildings. Ackermann
invented the first modern underfloor system in 1955, revolutionising electrical installation in office and administration buildings.
OKB system
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The office throughout the years
Ackermann line

These systems remain hidden in the floor up until this day. So
what could be a better way of portraying the development of
underfloor installations than an underground railway map? Like
the underground, OBO’s duct and trunking systems are invisible
from the outside while connecting different stations and supply
points with each other. Over the coming months we will be turning our attention to the anniversary of underfloor. A website, a
brochure, a competition and Planner Days will all shed light on
different aspects of underfloor systems. The underground map,
with its lines and nodes, representing the most important points
in the development of underfloor will remain a constant theme
throughout.
Another constant in all of these systems is flexible access to
electrical installations in the floor wherever you are – without hindering architecture or room usage. That was precisely the aim
of developers when they thought up the first underfloor system,
“teliflur”, in 1955. They were responding to new electrical installation demands from modern architecture and changing office
structures. The installations had to be flexible and accessible
anywhere, including away from the usual carrier of installations
– the wall.
The system won over architects and planners all over the world.
These underfloor systems have been used in well-known buildings designed by famous architects such as Sir Norman Foster,
David Chipperfield and Egon Eiermann for the past 60 years.

OBO Bettermann is celebrating 60 years of underfloor expertise
and raffling some attractive prizes among entrants. Answer the
questions right, submit your entry and win one of our prizes:

OBO Bettermann line

ACKERMANN
MADE BY OBO

Customers line
Developments & inventions line

www.obo-underfloor.com
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http://obo.eu/construct

constructor
OBO Construct – digital electrical planning made easy. Construct offers professional
3D planning solutions for numerous platforms: app, web module or AutoCAD plug-in.

Cable routing planning in the office and on the road
KTS AutoCAD
Perfect for pros: realistic 3D models of OBO cable trays, mesh cable trays, cable ladders and
wide span systems can be integrated into existing drawings using the new KTS AutoCAD tool.
Others involved in the project can view the components generated on a computer and edit them
there, even if the software is not installed on it. Another useful feature is that you can easily generate an equipment list itemising all of the OBO components used. The latest version of the cable
filling program is also included as a bonus.
Construct KTS Web modules
Three times the software for quick web-based solutions: in the KTS Web module, intelligent filters
guide you to suitable products. The software also generates equipment lists of the components
drawn. The cable filling module calculates the configuration of cable support systems to help you
select OBO cable trays efficiently. In the tender text software, you select the KTS products online
and add the appropriate fittings and products for the load-bearing structure. Then it’s just a single
click to export your tender specifications.

Fire protection planning wherever you are
Construct BSS online tool
Running on any computer with Internet access, the BSS software makes it easier to plan the
right fire protection systems. Once you have entered the key data, you are given an overview of
approved insulation systems as well as mandatory and optional system accessories. This allows
you to quickly draw up, edit and export your own personal checklist. And you can quickly find full
information about standards and approvals under each system.
BSS app
Our Construct BSS app makes searching for products an even more mobile affair. The app
quickly determines the fire protection systems needed for your project. It does everything the
Construct BSS module does, enabling you to plan and calculate materials on location easily. Furthermore, you can send equipment lists directly by e-mail from the app. It is available for Android
and Apple devices from Google Play Store and iTunes App Store.
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Planning underfloor systems online
Construct UFS software
The online planning of underfloor systems is easy even if you don’t know everything about the products. Start anywhere you like – at a socket or a device insert or duct. No matter which components are
already defined, the system will carry you through the process in a clear and simple set of dialogues.
Service outlets and the necessary electrical, data technology and multimedia sockets can be configured graphically. Supplied with information about the floor structure, the system will quickly identify
suitable underfloor products which you can add to the equipment list by dragging and dropping. Construct UFS calculates quantities, draws up equipment lists and generates tender specifications.

Surge voltage protection planning on the web
Construct TBS software
From power engineering, photovoltaics and telecommunications all the way to data technology – working quickly and efficiently, planners can draw up their materials lists, wiring diagrams and tender specifications for complete surge voltage protection online, and export them conveniently in Excel format.
Simply enter the specifications of the building as well as those of the main and sub-distribution boards,
then a set of application-specific queries will guide you to the suitable surge voltage protection devices. Planning can be done on any computer with Internet access and a standard web browser.

OBO Construct overview

Solutions for Internet/browser

+ Quick, easy use
+ Platform-independent
+ Project data can be saved
+ Precise dimension calculation

• Construct KTS Web modules
• Construct BSS online tool

+ Product finder for fire protection systems
+ Fast mobile use
+ Optimised for iPhone 5

App solutions
• BSS app
(for iOS & Android)

Software solutions
• KTS AutoCAD
• Construct UFS software
• Construct TBS software
(Windows 7 and Windows 8)

+ Simple installation
+ Equipment list including additional materials
+ Exportable tender specifications
+ Simplified usage
+ Improved component visualisation
+ Cable filling integrated

Get to know all the modules at:
http://obo.eu/construct
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Patient file: hospital
A hospital works rather like a small city. It has to be supplied efficiently with power
and data, as well as hygiene and security being ensured.. OBO helps achieve these
objectives with its solutions for health care.
Health-care facilities can make their processes more efficient with electrical infrastructure that performs well. This can make the facilities more economical, more comfortable for their patients, and able to provide better-quality medicine and care. The OBO
product range is certified worldwide and fulfils all the relevant standards.

The patient
Name: hospital
Diagnosis: secure, protective supply
Treatment: safe, hygienic, antibacterial

Dependable supply. Routing power and data cables

A building’s electrotechnical infrastructure sustains important technical and logistical
processes but is largely unseen. Cable support systems carry energy, power and data
cables to the places they are needed, such as operating and treatment areas, administration zones and wards. OBO products range from lightweight mesh cable tray
systems all the way to heavyweight cable trays. Our Magic products with their patented
slot-in connections make fitting quick work.

Fire protection. Protecting patients and personnel

Fire protection is a vital yet challenging aspect of any health-care facility. OBO is one
of just a few suppliers whose product ranges cover all three protective aims of fire protection in buildings. The first aim is to limit the spread of fire and smoke using insulation
seals. Secondly, escape routes have to be useable at any time – fitted with tested fire
protection systems. And thirdly, systems for electrical function maintenance ensure
that safety-relevant electrical systems continue to function for a defined period of time.

Lightning and surge voltage protection. Taking the power out of lightning

The destructive power of lightning regularly threatens people, buildings and technical
equipment at health-care facilities. The integrated OBO lightning and surge voltage
protection concept offers protection by means of air termination and down conductor
systems, equipotential bonding systems and earthing systems. Effective surge voltage protection also protects the IT, communication and safety equipment upon which
health-care facilities rely.

Underfloor systems. Power and data safely routed

Hospitals, facilities for the aged and nursing homes are all buildings that are frequented by many people on a daily basis. OBO underfloor systems can handle heavy use.
Take for example our products that can be washed and disinfected wet. OBO device
installation units are tested in compliance with EN 50085 and marked accordingly.
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Can you combat bacteria by means of
device installation ducts?

+

ANTIBACTERIAL

Preventatively, yes, because suitable materials can help inhibit infections in
hospitals and care institutions.

The antibacterial effect of silver
Silver ions made by our partner SANITIZED AG are harmless
to humans and the environment. They are approved for contact
with food. Comprehensive testing and certificates document
the quality of this antibacterial finish. Even antibiotic-resistant
bacteria such as MSRA are rendered impotent.
OBO has incorporated the latest findings on bactericidal
treatment in its new device installation ducts, Rapid 80 and
Rapid 45 with antibacterial surfaces. Plastic, steel and aluminium versions of these ducts are already fitted in many healthcare facilities as electrotechnical equipment.
With their antibacterial surfaces, these products offer additional hygienic benefits in treatment areas and wards. They
kill 99 per cent of bacteria. OBO mixes the silver ions in when
the products are being made so that the active ingredient is
permanently bound in. This coating has been proven effective
against a wide spread of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria.

Steel device installation duct and aluminium
with antibacterial surface

Experience in the health-care sector and the latest findings relating to bactericidal finishes – OBO combines both in its latest
device installation ducts, Rapid 45 and Rapid 80 with antibacterial surfaces.

• Development of bacteria inhibited
• Round-the-clock protection
• Lastingly impact-resistant and highly resilient
• Suitable for use in doctors’ practices, hospitals, nursing
homes and facilities for the aged

+

PVC device installation duct with
antibacterial surface
Effective against even problematic bacteria
• Hygiene around the clock
• Matching fittings, different duct sizes and colours
• Suitable for use in doctors’ practices, hospitals and facilities for the aged

+
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Seal holes

in three simple stages.

PYROSIT

®

NG

Cable and combined insulation made easy and safe: PYROPLUG® Block/Peg
®
and PYROSIT NG fire protection foam are a strong team – packed ready to
use, always near at hand.

1

The task

2

The solution

Close up openings safely.
Whenever cables are routed through the walls or ceilings of buildings, fire
resistance has to be re-established using cable insulation. Furthermore, if
different installations such as electrical cables and plumbing pipes pass
through the same holes, combined insulation has to be used. Fitters can
choose between different products depending on the type of wall and the
type of cable.

®

®

OBO PYROPLUG Block/Peg and PYROSIT NG
Openings in walls and ceilings can quickly be closed up again using fire protection blocks, plugs and fire protection foam. And using them is very simple:

®

• The compact OBO PYROPLUG Block fills up openings quickly, even big
ones. The block is very soft and can be installed across or through the hole.
On ceilings it only needs to be sealed on one side. The new generation of
®
OBO PYROPLUG Block has been made even bigger so that fewer pieces
®
are needed to fill up each hole. PYROPLUG Peg fire protection plugs are
ideal for core drilled holes.
®

• PYROSIT NG fire protection foam provides the ideal complement.
This two-component foam can be applied with precision using a cartridge
gun. It is highly viscose which prevents it from flowing out of the opening.
Cables and pipes are easy to route through it, even once it has hardened.
In the event of a fire, the foam and blocks expand and form an insulating
layer which prevents fire from spreading. Together as a system, PYRO®
®
PLUG Block/Peg and PYROSIT NG have passed insulation testing compliant with EN 1366-3 and carry approvals that are accepted throughout
Europe.

3

The result
®

Practically packaged and ready to use, PYROPLUG Block,
®
®
PYROPLUG Peg plugs and PYROSIT NG fire protection
foam give fitters a capable set of products with which they
can close up almost any opening in walls. Tested and approved, quick and simple to use – that is how simple fire protection can be.

“Fire protection is important.
There is no simpler way to arrive
at the right, safe result.”
Stefan Ring,
International Sales Engineer, BSS
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FBA-B200-14
foam block

metres of BKRS

employees

cars

600,000_
40,000_
2,000_

More than 2,500 vehicles run off the production line daily at Audi’s Ingolstadt
factory; in this case an Audi A3 Sportback e-tron. Photo: AUDI AG

Treading safely

OBO supplies two kilometres of walk-on cable trays for Audi’s car
body production halls.

Almost 600,000 cars were produced last year at Audi’s Ingolstadt plant. More than
40,000 people work in Europe’s second-largest car factory. The body shell production
site for the Audi A4 has been newly built at this location. Both Ingolstadt body construction facilities for the A3 and A4 models are highly modern manufacturing halls that
feature pioneering production technology and the utmost degree of flexibility.
OBO supplied rugged BKRS walk-on cable trays for some areas of the new halls.
Supplying electricity and data safely and reliably is essential in car production, as is
control wiring supplying the production robots. The company responsible for fitting out
the halls, Process Automation Solutions GmbH, identified the BKRS walk-on system
from OBO Bettermann as a solution that could fulfil all of its requirements.

“It was one of the first projects in
which BKRS cable trays were used
in the car industry.”
Jörg Meiser, Sales

Man and machine work closely together in the building of car body shells. Robots perform precise and complex connecting tasks such as welding, bonding and flow drilling
on the car body shell, and they handle components as well. More than 850 staff and
around 900 robots are involved in building the shell of the A3, and in the A4 body building facility there are no less than 1,980 staff assisted by around 2,500 robots.

www.obo-bettermann.com

BKRS – an overview
The heavyweight BKRS walk-on cable tray system
is ideal for automated production lines.

The system has perforated bases and is available
with sidewall heights of 100 and 110 mm.
Connection holes at either end make fitting easier.

Non-slip, walk-on aluminium covers reinforced with
profiled metal sheeting offer the perfect surface for
harsh everyday use in industry.
Comprehensive accessories such as connectors,
dust protection elements, protection sheets,separating partitions and fastenings make for a flexible
and easy-to-fit system.
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“ What’s AB

„

Mr Bettermann?”

Chatting with Andreas Bettermann.
Sales in the digital age.
Last online: now

Mr Bettermann, is the app the point
of sale of the future?

What do you mean by “digital organisation”
in three-tier distribution?

Mobile apps are changing shopping behaviour among planners and
tradesmen. They are pushing the trend towards online purchasing; we
cannot separate ourselves from that. Digitalisation will quickly permeate
the marketing systems used by specialist retail structures.

Customers want to be advised about products which are becoming
ever more complex. Wholesalers alone cannot manage that. Complex
planning and standardisation requirements mean manufacturers’ online
planning tools need to be combined digitally with the ordering process
at electrical wholesalers.

Online shops offer electrical companies
almost everything – and often at low prices...
Procurement through different channels is nothing new and cannot be
prevented. However, I don’t think there is a better way for electrical fitters to buy their materials than through electrical wholesalers, who offer
high-quality products from trustworthy manufacturers. The profit-margin
model used in three-tier distribution allows our customers to cost their
products adequately.
Why should a ﬁtter buy products from
an electrical wholesaler?

Strong arguments in favour of that are optimised logistics coupled with
high availability, including B and C parts, service, and the best possible
flow of funds in the distribution chain.

And product safety?
Definitely. Electrical installation products are basically safety products.
They carry electricity, enable communication and secure infrastructual
investments. For electrical fitters, product quality from trustworthy
sources is important because, at the end of the day, they are liable for
installing systems and for the materials they use.
Will OBO set up its own online shop
for direct sales?
No, three-tier distribution has gained a foothold in every developed
economy. The challenge of digitalisation exists in those countries as
well.
Which marketing system has a future?
IT-based distribution certainly does. That means a combination of offline
and online retail. We have to connect together wholesaler warehouses,
online electrical wholesale shops and manufacturers’ online shops in
such a way that it does not matter whether a tradesman buys products
over the counter of an electrical wholesaler, at a web shop belonging to
a wholesaler or using a manufacturer’s shopping app.
How does that work?
Order data is collected at the POS, bundled together and passed on
through existing structures. This is known as a “seamless customer
experience”, a concept which has already established itself in the USA.
Technically all of this is possible, all we have to do is set it up, working
together with others.
How will the electrical industry move forward
digitally?
The responsibility of the industry is to reflect today’s market processes
online, and therefore to transfer the three-tier distribution concept into
the world of the digital economy. Digital and three-tier – and I say that
as the Chairman of ZVEI Fachverband Elektroinstallationssysteme
(Association of Electrical Installation Systems): that is the industry’s
task in the years to come.

Thank you for talking to us Mr Bettermann. |
back
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Send message

www.obo.de

OBO on social media

i like it
www.obo-bettermann.com
This is where you can discover the
whole world of OBO – products,
solutions and lots of information
about the OBO Bettermann brand.

An overview of
OBO’s channels
OBO Compact
OBO’s Facebook profile
Looking for a new job?
OBO’s LinkedIn profile
Looking for a training position?
OBO’s XING profile
Have you seen the OBO blog yet?
blog.obo-bettermann.de
Find fascinating videos
OBO’s YouTube channel
Tweets & news
OBO’s Twitter channel

OBO on social media
Website, blog, Facebook, XING, LinkedIn or YouTube – OBO is hard to miss on
the Internet. Information about ourselves
and our products is available through lots
of different channels. Videos on YouTube
show solutions and applications from all
of our product areas – in German, and
soon all in English as well. Our OBO
blog provides insights into the details of
our products and practical installation issues. It is also where we make technical
articles available to a wider readership.
OBO has lots of followers on Facebook
who go there to get information, exchange views and chat. It’s a popular forum, especially for our staff and anyone
interested in training or working at OBO.

Our richest digital source is our website,
www.obo.de, which provides complete
primary information about our products
and applications. We use a lot of pictures
and videos to present our product world,
which spans more than 30,000 items.
The website includes an online catalogue, reference cases, tender specifications and a comprehensive download area.
Direct links to planner pages provide users with access to basic knowledge and
system information. OBO digital – it all
adds up to lots of information and service
for customers, staff and friends.
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OBO in
Russia

OBO stand for quality and expertise in Russia. Our Russian
subsidiary has built up an unparalleled sales and service
network over the past twelve years.

OBO Bettermann’s Russian subsidiary was launched twelve years ago. Since then the
OBO brand has not only established itself there, but taken a leading role in the field
of electrical installation. The company is now a familiar name on the Russian market
– synonymous with quality and expertise. OBO Bettermann is especially well known
in the industry as a manufacturer of individual system solutions characterised by high
quality standards and clear-cut technical execution.
The outstanding reputation which OBO has earned itself in Russia over recent years
is the result of efficient teamwork. Innovative products, more than 80 staff and a broad
distribution network are the driving factors behind the subsidiary’s successful growth.
Since it was founded in Russia in 2003, it has opened no fewer than eleven offices in
Russian cities from St Petersburg to Irkutsk. This is an effective structure and enables
the company to supply its network of partners across the whole of the vast country. As
well as quality products, OBO offers expert technical assistance on projects from the
capital city all the way to Lake Baikal.
“Our staff at OBO Russia always does its utmost to achieve the best possible results,”
explains the subsidiary’s Managing Director, Andrey Isaev. This, he says, is especially
important, given the fierce competition and current trend towards import substitution.
OBO Managing Director Markus Arens describes the situation as follows: “Complex
economic conditions have created new opportunities for development. With the forthcoming opening of our own production facility in Russia, we expect to achieve decisive
advantages over our rivals.” This new production site will strengthen OBO’s position
in Russia since its new status as a Russian manufacturer will facilitate more flexible
pricing and logistics in the market. “It will soon enable us to handle multiple large-scale
projects simultaneously.”

“Our staﬀ at OBO Russia always
does its utmost to achieve the
best possible results.“
Markus Arens, OBO Managing Director

Wanted:
Forward thinkers
Thousands of OBO staff are hard at work across the world on a daily basis. It is their
ideas that give rise to new products and advances in production. OBO is on the lookout
for forward thinkers – people who think beyond the standards of today and who can
achieve big results by making even the smallest of changes.

“All around the world our staﬀ
demonstrates personal commitment
and creative ideas. We are a team of
forward thinkers.”
Dr Jens Uwe Drowatzky, OBO Bettermann management

That’s why OBO is always looking for forward thinkers. Every year at our headquarters
in Menden we hold a Training Day to which schoolchildren, parents and teachers are
invited to find out all about the apprenticeships and training available at OBO. Teachers
and current apprentices present each of the 14 careers currently available – from management courses at the administration and economic academy (Bachelor of Arts) all
the way to cutting machine operator apprenticeships. There is also a lot of information
and advice available on how to start your career. Visitors are given an insight into the
company’s product range and OBO’s ultra-modern manufacturing processes, shown
on guided tours and at OBO’s 3D cinema.
Especially popular among schoolchildren is our presentation of the autonomous apprentices’ company “OBO Styles”. That is where the apprentices themselves get active, make their own products and sell them to OBO staff. Everything is done by them
– from the very first idea, to production, to marketing – a genuine forward thinker’s
project.
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Updates

Supplier of the Year

Thirty years young

Aid for Schangnau

The “IMELCO Networking Event”
was held parallel to the EUEW Congress in Lisbon. IMELCO, an association of small and medium-sized
electrical wholesalers which has
recently gone global, takes advantage of the annual meeting between
leading associations and corporations of the European electrical retail trade in order to host a lively discussion with globally strategic suppliers in a relaxed atmosphere. This
year’s meeting was especially successful for OBO because it unexpectedly scooped up three awards
at the first ever “IMELCO Supplier
Award Program”. As well as winning
prizes in the Marketing Support and
Delivery and Logistics categories,
OBO was declared “Supplier of the
Year 2015”.

Christoph Bettermann celebrated his 30th birthday at the OBO
Forum in Menden together with
family and friends. Although still
young in years, the son of Ulrich
Bettermann has already achieved
a lot. One of several social projects which he supports is a school
in Uganda which is named after
him. The children who are taught
there, some of whom are disabled,
sent him a Happy Birthday serenade video. Christoph Bettermann
is himself wheelchair-bound but
his friends, colleagues and family
members know him as an energetic, cheerful person. His birthday
party was attended by 200 guests,
with family members travelling in
from all around Europe to attend.

The rain poured – more than has
been measured in 300 years. In
July, the Emme River in the Swiss
community of Schangnau was
transformed into a raging torrent
following torrential rains. A muddy, brown flood submerged fields,
farms and roads, and the deluge
also swept away the town’s skitrack bridge. Lots of people and
organisations came together to
clear up afterwards. As one of the
main sponsors, Bettermann AG
contributed materials to help rebuild the bridge, which can now be
crossed once more.

“Middle East Electricity” in Dubai. Left to
right: Dhiraj Nirmal, Faisal Aziz, Anojan
Sukumar, Sanish Das

OBO Middle East:
Perfectly positioned

Andrey Isaev and Guennady Tkachenko
Managers, OBO Russia and Ukraine

Best practice in Tallinn

Outstanding Entrepreneur
Ulrich Bettermann was awarded the German-Hungarian Friendship Prize as an
“Outstanding Entrepreneur”. The head of OBO became the first person to receive
this award at a festive ball hosted by the German Business Club Hungary (DWC) in
May 2015. Hungary’s Business Secretary Mihály Varga delivered a speech, using
the opportunity to thank the businessman for his commitment to Hungary’s economy. As a new honorary member of DWC, Ulrich Bettermann declared himself
“moved and grateful” as he received the prize. This is not the first award he has received in Hungary: back in 2010 the businessman was awarded the Officer’s Cross
of the Order of Merit of the Republic of Hungary.

In May, Waldemar Mader (International Sales Director) and Andrey Isaev (Managing Director of
OBO Russia) convened a two-day
best practice seminar in Tallinn.
As well as the seminar, there was
an opportunity to get to know the
new facilities belonging to OBO Estonia. Talks delivered by participating countries focussed on an
analysis of competition and the
logistics situation, descriptions of
product-accompanying
services
provided by local OBO teams, and
marketing strategies and methods
of brand-building. In summary of
the event: high-quality products,
sophisticated logistics and accompanying services on location help
all of our subsidiaries and agencies
to succeed together.

Dubai Airport, Dubai Mall, the Qatar
National Museum and the Four Seasons Hotel in Bahrain – just some of the
large-scale projects executed by OBO
in the Middle East in which the focus
has consistently been on top quality
and service. The subsidiary OBO Bettermann MEA has held a series of seminars in the region in recent months.
The idea was firstly to inform customers
and partners about the company’s wide
range of products, and secondly to obtain first-hand feedback from them,
since it is the sales partners in the various countries who know their regional
requirements best. OBO’s team in the
region is well positioned for an increase
in building activity – especially in Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and
Qatar. They provide products tailored
to the latest trends and requirements
such as earthquake-proof cable trays,
sustainable products and solutions
for fire and explosion protection, and
certified products for shipbuilding.
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safe

conduct

OBO’s Lightning Protection Guidelines 2015
• Basics
• External lightning protection systems
• Air termination and conductor systems
• Examples and selection guides for calculating wind
loads in compliance with Eurocode 1+3
• Earthing systems incorporating foundation earthers
compliant with the latest DIN 18014 standard
• Internal lightning protection systems
• Equipotential bonding systems
• Surge voltage protection systems
• Current standards
• New selection and planning guides
• Examples

Request your
copy now:
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